Just-Brill Applauds Libraries Lending
Electronic Blood Pressure Monitors
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WMFD.com provides telling news stories and reports for North Central Ohio in the USA. Recently the
website highlighted that some local libraries were allowing the lending out of electronic blood pressure
monitoring kits. The Amazon vendor Just-Brill applauded these efforts and stated it was a good way
for community members to monitor their blood pressure.
The report demonstrated that since April the Richland Public Health had launched a new opportunity
for customers of two libraries to check out electronic blood pressure monitoring kits. The two libraries
were the Mansfield/Richland County Public Library and the Marvin Memorial Library in Shelby.
According to the report by WMFD.com, Richland Public Health had started the initiative based off
their Communities Preventing Chronic Disease Project. In fact the overall campaign was part of the
American Heart Association’s Million Hearts initiative which aims to prevent one million heart attacks
and strokes by 2017.
“We applaud Richland Public Health for allowing users to monitor their own blood pressure using the
machines borrowed from the libraries. This will assist persons to have better controlled blood
pressure and reduce the incidence of strokes, heart attacks and other conditions resulting from
hypertension,” remarked a spokesperson from Just-Brill.
The spokesperson further stated, “our DigiPulse Blood Pressure Monitors can similarly assist persons
to accurately monitor their blood pressure. The act of self measuring makes persons more
accountable for their health and allows them to work with their doctor to better manage high blood
pressure.”
The DigiPulse Blood Pressure Monitor is a FDA approved digital auto wrist blood pressure machine
monitor. It has a large display screen to show results. Additionally the data recorded is stored on a
flash memory system which allows results to never be lost.
Just-Brill makes the blood pressure monitor available exclusively on the giant shopping portal
Amazon. The product is sold at a reasonable price with an associated lifetime guarantee for
purchasers.
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